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sulting plane geometry consists of p2n + pn + 1 points. If pn = 5 we obtain the 31-point geometry and in it, as we shall see, harmonic properties are prominent.
1. The integers, positive, negative and zero, may be distributed among five residue classes 0, 1, -1,2, -2 to modulus 5. Each integer belongs to one and only one of the classes, which are added and multiplied commutatively according to the modulus 5 so that, for example 1+2= -2, (-2)(-2)=-1. Moreover each non-zero class has a unique inverse:
1.1=-1. -1=2.
-2=-2.2=1. The classes indeed form a field F, and we call them the marks of F. In F 1 and -1 each have two square roots, those of 1 being 1 and -1 and those of -1 being 2 and -2. But 2 and -2 have no square roots in F.
If xl and x2 are two marks we can, save when x=-x = 0, regard them as homogeneous coordinates of a point of a line L. The point is unaltered if both x, and x, are multiplied by the same non-zero mark, so that L consists of 24 4 = 6 points. Whenever x2 = 0 we label the point by the mark x= x/x,; when x2= 0 we use the sixth mark oo. The transposition of any pair of the four points cannot, without the simultaneous transposition of the complementary pair, be brought about by a projectivity; it permutes the three cross ratios and, being of period 2, must transpose two of them and leave the third unchanged. The transposition of the complementary pair of points imposes the same permutation of the cross ratios. There are three ways of separating the four points into complementary pairs and each of the three cross ratios is unchanged by the transposition of either pair for one of the three separations; the separation for which -1 is the invariant cross ratio is harmonic separation, and every set of four distinct points on L admits a harmonic separation. This is surely the most significant feature of the geometry. We say, as usual, that either pair is harmonically conjugate to the other, and the condition for A, B and C, D to be harmonically conjugate is 2) it being understood that oo is a root of a " quadratic " wherein x2 has coefficient zero. Any quadratic whose roots are both marks of F has its coefficients in F too although, as x2= 2 exemplifies, the converse is not true. We cannot, for instance, as we could in the field of complex numbers, assert that two pairs determine a unique pair harmonic to them both: an involution need not have real foci.
The These belong with a, b, d to F whenever b2 -ad is a square in F; but should b2 -ad be either of the non-squares ? 2 the foci are " conjugate imaginaries ". In this event neither a nor d can be zero, for this would involve the contradiction that the square of b was a non-square; we may therefore suppose, without affecting the roots of (f), that a 1 and d=b2? 2.
The mark b can be any one of the five; once b has been chosen there are two values for d, and so there are ten involutions whose foci are not " real ". On the other hand any two points of L determine an involution of which they are the foci, so that there are fifteen involutions whose foci are " real ". These are the harmonic inversions, each point of L having, by 2.1, a unique harmonic conjugate in regard to any two given points. 3. Take any pair A, B of points on L; the remaining four points are thereby separated into pairs C, D and E, F each of which is harmonic to A, B. Not only so: C, D and E, F are harmonic to each other. For the harmonic conjugate of C in regard to E and F is distinct from C, E, F and cannot be A or B each of which has the other for its harmonic conjugate; it must therefore be D. Each of the fifteen pairs of points induces such a separation of the six into three mutually harmonic pairs so that there are 15 . 3=5 such sextuples, the term sextuple implying the pairing and harmonic separations. A sextuple is indeed what Sylvester called a syntheme, but only five of the fifteen synthemes are sextuples. Since every pair determines one and only one sextuple no two sextuples have a pair in common; the five sextuples together constitute what Sylvester called a synthematic total. It is one, T call it, of the six such totals that arise from the six points. Any projectivity on L leaves invariant cross ratio and the harmonic relation, and therefore T; and the fact that no projectivity can change T into any other of the six totals accords with the fact that only one sixth of the 6! permutations of the points of L can be achieved by projectivities. We now display the sextuples of T, with the quadratics whose roots are the mutually harmonic pairs; any two quadratics in the same row satisfy 2.2. Once a sextuple is given the others are obtainable from it by projectivities; indeed by relations x' = x + m where m belongs to F. Thus the remaining sextuples of T follow at once from the one in the top row. and so the number of pentagons is 15500 x 6 5= 18600. If a pentagon is to be amplified, by choosing a further vertex, to a hexagon we are debarred from choosing any of its five vertices, fifteen diagonal points or any of the other points one on each of the ten sides (each side containing two vertices and three diagonal points). The number of eligible vertices is therefore 31 -5-15-10= 1 so that the number of hexagons is 18600 x 1 -6 = 3100. If we delete the three p through Q and the one, q call it for the moment, that is associated with Q there remain six p passing two through each of the three B on q. Thus the ten p and ten B form a Desargues figure.
9. Since each of the 3100 hexagons distributes the 31 lines of ir as six t, ten p and fifteen s it follows that any given line L of H is a tangent of 600, a Pascal line of 1000 and a side of 1500 hexagons.
10. We may define a conic 2 in H as the set of intersections of corresponding rays of two related pencils, with the proviso that the join /3 of their vertices is not self-corresponding. The pencils can be related in 6P3 =120 ways, the relation being determined when to three fixed lines through a correspond three distinct lines through PB. But in 5P = 20 of these relations ,cB and 3a correspond, so that there are only 100 coinics through a and f3. Likewise there are 5P2 -4P= 16 conics circumscribing a triangle and 4P_ -1=3 circumscribing a quadrangle. There is a unique conic circumscribing a pentagon. are found all to yield the same p, opposite sides of any one of these hexagons always intersecting on this p. 13. It scarcely needs saying that the statements dual to all those in ?? 6-12 also hold, the geometry in H being self-dual. 2 may be regarded not only as the assemblage of its six points but also as the assemblage of its six tangents. It can be generated by a projective relation between any two of its tangents in which their intersection does not correspond to itself.
14. Choose now any one, L say, of the 31 lines in H as absolute line. Any two lines which meet on L we call parallel, and the remaining 30 lines are distributed in six parallel sets of five. We have a geometry, when L is omitted, of 25 points and 30 lines, six lines passing through each point and five points being on each line, and the completely symmetrical duality so evident in H is now destroyed. The mid-point of oaf is the harmonic conjugate, in regard to a and f, of the intersection of acf with L; given any three collinear points (none of them on L) some one of them bisects the join of the other two.
Those 600 conics of which L is a tangent are parabolas; they fall into six families of 100, all of any one family having parallel axes.
31-POINT GEOMETRY
Those 1500 conics of which L is a chord are hyperbolas; they fall into fifteen families of 100, all of any one family having parallel asymptotes. The four points on any hyperbola are vertices of a parallelogram whose diagonals are diameters, meeting at the centre of the curve. Of the 100 members of any family four have their centre at any one of the 25 points not on L; this is merely equivalent to saying that, given any two points a, o on L and a point C not on L there are four projectivities between the pencils whose vertices are c, B in which a], caC correspond respectively to fC, Ba.
Those 1000 conics of which L is a Pascal line are ellipses; they may be separated into ten families of 100 by using the ten involutions on L (cf. ? 4) with conjugate imaginary foci. The B which is the pole of L is the centre of the ellipse, whose six points lie two on each of three diameters.
15. Let us now take any one of these ten involutions and decree that its foci, I and J, be the absolute points. Their coordinates are not marks of F so that they do not belong to 7 any more than Poncelet's points belong to the real Euclidean plane; but they may serve as absolute points just as Poncelet's do. Let The choice as absolute of a pair of points was made in ? 15 in order to derive the geometry described by Dr. Cundy. But it is clear from the Memoir that we might equally well have chosen as absolute any of the 3100 conies and so obtained a geometry that is "non-euclidean" but in which the duality between points and lines is still symmetrical.
5. Given a quadrangle in H there is a unique projectivity transforming its vertices into those of the same or any other quadrangle taken in any prescribed order. The group G of projectivities in n is therefore of order 372000, 4! times the number of quadrangles. G is transitive on the lines and on the conies of H.
Any non-singular three-rowed matrix M imposes, whenever its nine elements all belong to F, one of these projectivities, but the same projectivity is imposed by all four matrices ?M, ?2M. The number of non-singular matrices is therefore 1488000, four times the number of projectivities; these matrices form the general linear homogeneous group (on three variables, over F) whose order is given in the classical treatises, for instance on p. 97 of C. Since the multiplication of M by a mark m of F causes the determinant I M I to be multiplied by m3 we can set up a(l, 1) correspondence between matrices and the projectivities which they impose by stipulating that I M I is always 1, and we thus obtain G as the special linear homogeneous group of order (53 -1) (53 -5)52.
Any conic Z is invariant for 372000 -3100= 120 projectivities of G. Since, by choice of the triangle of reference, Z has the equation x2+y2+z2=0, the 120 unimodular matrices constitute the orthogonal group R (in three variables and over F). This is of the same order as the group, encountered in ? 1, of projectivities on L; indeed the two groups are not merely of the same order but are isomorphic, both of them being symmetric groups of degree 5. The projectivities on L permute five of six synthematic totals while R permutes those five self-polar triangles of Z whose vertices are all D.
W. L. E.
